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The book “The Forty Rules of Love” by Elif Shafak has been hugely
inspirational. Inspirational in the sense that it has expanded my awareness
of love. However once I put the book down I run the risk of losing this
awareness.
If I were to create a simple symbol as an example 40 x



and put it up

somewhere, I would have a constant reminder.
This newsletter explores inspiration and a few of the symbols of inspiration.
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Caroline
Extract from The Sufi Message

“Inspiration comes when
knowledge and the inner light,
falling on one's own conception of
things, come together in the
conscience, which is the court of
God, where He Himself sits on the
throne of justice.”

By Hazrat Inayat Khan

From the teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan – The Message Papers:
“Now we come to the manner of inspiration, how it came. In that also one
has a resemblance to the other. The inspiration of Buddha came at that
moment when he was sent into the world and looked at the world with his
matured spirit. The first glance of Buddha falling upon the woes of the world
took away his interest from the palace and grandeur and earthly success and
earthly gain. Everywhere, wherever he looked, he saw pain. He saw pain
behind pleasure, he saw pain covered by joy, he saw pain hiding behind what
is called happiness. He looked at pain that was uncovered, he looked at pain
that was hiding itself from the eyes of everyone, and he saw where all this
pain comes from.
It comes from man's limitations. And there he saw that no matter what you
give him -- wealth, power, position, all manner of pleasure and happiness -still man will remain in pain, in trouble; still he will have sorrow. If there is a
way of coming out of it, it is only one way, and that way is the way of
perfection. Therefore, instead of finding thousands of ways of helping
humanity, he stuck to one way: to help man towards spiritual perfection, to
help man find his power, his inspiration, his happiness, his peace, not outside,
but within himself.”
The Sufi Volumes are available for purchase at the Sufi centres
around the country.
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Inspiration - Extract from The Sufi Message Volume 2 - Cosmic Language
“Inspiration is a higher form of intuition, for it comes as an idea, as a complete theme with its improvisation, as a phrase
creative of a poem. Inspiration is a stream, a stream of wonder and bewilderment. The really inspired person, whether a
writer, a poet, a composer, or whatever may be his work, when once he has received an inspiration, has found satisfaction not with himself, but with what has come to him. It gives his soul such a relief, for the soul was drawing from something and
that object from which it was drawing has yielded to the soul, has given it what it was asking for. Therefore inspiration may
be called the soul's reward.
It is not by being anxious to receive something that one is able to receive it. It is not by straining the brain that one can
write poetry. It is not by worrying for days together that one can compose a piece of music. One who does so cannot receive
inspiration. The one who receives inspiration is quite tranquil and unconcerned about what is coming. Certainly he is desirous
of receiving something, he is passionately longing to conceive it. And it is by focusing his mind to the divine mind that,
consciously or unconsciously, man receives inspiration.
This phenomenon is so great and so wonderful that its joy is unlike any other joy in the world. It is in this joy that the
inspirational genius experiences ecstasy. It is a joy which is almost indescribable. It is an upliftment. One feels that one is
raised from the earth when one's mind is focused on the divine mind - for inspiration comes from the divine mind. What the
great musicians, poets, thinkers, philosophers, writers, and prophets have left to the world is always uplifting, although it is
not every soul who comprehends their work fully, and therefore not every soul can enjoy it fully. But imagine their own
enjoyment of what came to them; there are no words to express it! It is in inspiration that one begins to see the sign of
God, and the most materialistic genius begins to wonder about the divine Spirit when once inspiration has begun to come to
him.
It is therefore that many confuse inspiration with spirit communication. Many inspirational people are glad to attribute
inspiration to a spirit, knowing that it does not come from themselves - but it is not always spirit communication. It is natural
that inspiration should come from a being living just now on earth or from someone who has passed; yet the most profound
inspiration comes always from the divine mind, and to God alone the credit is due. Even if an inspiration comes through the
mind of a person living on earth or through a soul who has passed on to the other side, it still has come from God, for all
knowledge and wisdom belong to God.
Question:

I quite understand that inspiration comes from God, but would you kindly explain how one receives
inspiration from a person on earth whom one does not know.

Answer:

Inspiration comes through the mediumship of a living being in three forms:
1.

when you are in the presence of someone who is inspiring,

2.

when you are in the thoughts of someone who is inspiring, and

3.

when your heart is in a state of perfect tranquillity and inspiration flowing through, the heart of an
inspirational genius comes into your heart.

It is just like the wireless: sometimes you connect it with a certain station from which you are to receive the music, and
sometimes you do not connect it - but it remains a wireless machine. If anything passing through is not received, it is not
heard - but the sound is there just the same. In the same way one receives inspiration from these three different sources.
Question:

When inspiration comes originally from the divine Mind, must it always be vehicled by someone who has
passed on, or who is on earth.

Answer:

There are different processes. It all depends upon how the heart of the person is focused on the divine
Spirit. There is a person whose heart is focused directly on the divine Spirit; there is another to whom the
divine Spirit it too remote. His heart is focused on a center, and this center is focused on the divine Spirit
from where it receives the message. So it all comes from the divine Spirit just the same.”

http://sufimovement.co.za/
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Inspirational Moments:
During Universal Worship at the Sufi Temple in Cape Town on the 14th January, the sons of Gina and Neil Schwartzman were
received into the Universal Worship. They are Noah (11 years old) and Eli (nine years of age).

Every year there is a New Year celebration in Pringle Bay which Waldo hosts at his home and this year it was attended by
over 200 people of all ages. At midnight some Sufi nature mediations were read plus the Sufi New Year prayer.
The highlight is always the young children having all out fun in the river pool. One of the youngsters was later heard to say
that the pool is the dam of Wisdom!

http://sufimovement.co.za/
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Inspirational Moments:
India - our trip to visit the Maula Bakhsh House, the birth place of Murshid Hazrat Inayat Khan in Baroda and
the visit to the Dargha in Delhi by Frances Schwarting
“India …. The sights, sounds, energy, smells and happenings cannot be easily expressed in words – it is an EXPERIENCE!
The night we arrived (Waldo, Elsje and myself) we were welcomed by Petra-Beate Schildbach in a taxi. Picture all 4 of us
plus our luggage and the driver in one car holding up the traffic – that is an introduction to India! We made it safely to the
“Birth House” in Baroda, but as the taxi driver left – PANIC! Elsje had left her handbag with passport, credit cards, money
etc. in the taxi. We had no way of contacting the taxi driver and after a sleepless night and on our way to contact security,
who should arrive with a broad smile and Elsje’s handbag? Our taxi driver! Tears of joy and relief all around!
On Sunday afternoon Universal Worship was held at the “Birth House” which was organized by Harunnisa and her family,
Imtiyaz and Petra-Beate. This was followed by a concert of Indian classical music composed by Maula Bakhsh. Besides the
Universal Worship, we had daily readings of Cherag Papers, meditations and Zikr in the Birth Room including a morning
service.

http://sufimovement.co.za/
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One evening we all set out in tuk-tuks weaving through heavy traffic including cars, scooters and animals (yes cows, goats
and dogs) to an Indian restaurant. This gave us an opportunity to interact with some of the young people who do sterling
work teaching sewing and computer skills to many of the disadvantaged youngsters in the neighbourhood.
Another excursion was a day trip with a hired taxi to a village – Champaner in the countryside. We saw building and ruins of
some 5 or 6 ancient Mosques built in the 15th and 16th centuries. One stood in awe of these buildings and the carvings
which have survived after so many years. The trip through many small villages with winding roads, roadside food stalls and
traders, animals, local people traveling on scooters and by bus, open fields of vegetables, children and goats running along
the road even a family moving home with their furniture on a home-made trailer being pulled by a camel – this is the India
which I love.
We had a wonderful stay in Baroda with times of serious reflection, fun and laughter, camaraderie over delicious meals and
the joy of being part of the Sufi atmosphere. From Baroda we flew to Delhi to visit the Dargah. We were fortunate to be
able to spend some quiet time there and we were delighted to be able to reconnect with Nawab and Dr Farida Ali.
In Delhi, Waldo had a similar experience to Eljse, and once again we were grateful for honest and helpful Indian taxi drivers!
I am deeply grateful to everyone with whom I came into contact – the friends both new and old, the people who do so much
quietly behind the scenes; the many people in the streets who show their beautiful smiles, the laughing children, the drivers
who brought us safely to wherever we went, and yes, even the cow who nudged me as I had bought fruit and vegetable
from the street vendors.
What memories I will carry with me in my “happy memory bank” for the rest of my life! This experience brought home to
me that once we are connected on the Sufi journey, a bond is formed which we need to appreciate and honour in the
sacredness of the Sufi Message of Love, Harmony and Beauty.”

http://sufimovement.co.za/
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Invitation to a Sufi Picnic:

DATE:

Sunday 18th March 2018.

TIME:

From 10am.

PLACE:

De Buitenhof, Buffels Road, Pringle Bay.

DIRECTIONS:

Take a right (tar road) to Pringle on the coastal road from Gordons Bay.
Then first right into Buffels Road (gravel). Second entrance on the right.

TO BRING:

Picnic food (braai coals will be provided), drinks, bathing costumes, hats, sunblock,
picnic blankets, camping chairs.

INSPIRATION:

The programme will revolve around the Sufi nature meditations.

All of all ages and friends most welcome.

http://sufimovement.co.za/
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Universal Worship Dates for Cape Town
10h30 to 11h30
The Sufi Temple
183 Campground Road, Newlands

Intended speaker:
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An explanation of the symbols in the picture at the bottom of page 5:

Goddess - A goddess is a female deity. In some cultures goddesses are associated with earth, motherhood, love, and the
household. In other cultures, goddesses also rule over war, death, and destruction as well as healing. The goddess is
symbolic of regenerative, creative and life-giving energies of the universe. The goddess is the keeper of wisdom, she is the
spirit of both earth and the heavens. In ancient times the goddess was a sacred symbol in many regions.

Hinduism - Hinduism is a conglomeration of religious, philosophical, and cultural ideas and practices that originated in
India. The Om is one of the most important religious symbols to Hindus. It is made up of three Sanskrit letters. The syllable
Om is composed of the three sounds a-u-m (in Sanskrit, the vowels a and u coalesce to become o), which represent several
important triads: the three worlds of earth, atmosphere, and heaven; the three major Hindu gods. It is a Hindu sacred sound
that is considered the greatest of all mantras. The aum symbol is often found at the head of letters, pendants, enshrined in
every Hindu temple and family shrines.

Christianity is a monotheistic religion based on the life and teachings of Jesus of Nazareth as presented in the New
Testament.

The cross symbol, which is today one of the most widely recognised religious symbols in the world is the

earliest used Christian symbol. In the broadest sense it symbolizes the religion of Christian. More specifically, it represents
and memorializes Christ's death.

The Bahá'í Faith is a monotheistic religion founded in Persia, emphasizing the spiritual unity of all humankind.
The simple nine-pointed star is generally used by Bahá'ís as a symbol of their Faith.

http://sufimovement.co.za/
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Zoroastrianism, the ancient pre-Islamic religion of Iran that survives there in isolated areas and, more prosperously, in
India, where the descendants of Zoroastrian Iranian (Persian) immigrants are known as Parsis, or Parsees.
The Faravahar is one of many vital symbols in the Zoroastrian religion. Each part of the Faravahar has a significant meaning.
The Faravahar's face represents the face of human being, and therefore shows a connection to mankind.

Jainism is an ancient dharmic religion from India that prescribes a path of non-violence for all forms of living beings in this
world. The religious Ahisma hand symbol with a wheel on the palm symbolizes the Jain Vow of Ahimsa, meaning nonviolence. The word in the middle is "Ahimsa." The wheel represents the dharmachakra, to halt the cycle of reincarnation
through the pursuit of truth.

Buddhism is a religion and philosophy encompassing a variety of traditions, beliefs and practices, largely based on
teachings attributed to Siddhartha Gautama, commonly known as Buddha.
The wheel of Dharma is one of the most important religious Buddhist symbols. This symbolises the Buddha's turning the
Wheel of Truth or Law. The wheel refers to the story that shortly after the Buddha achieved enlightenment, Brahma came
down from heaven and requested the Buddha to teach by offering him a Dharmachakra. The eight spokes of the wheel
symbolize the Noble Eightfold Path set out by the Buddha in his teachings.

http://sufimovement.co.za/
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Taoism refers to a variety of related philosophical and religious traditions that have influenced East Asia for more than two
millennia. The most well-known Taoist religious symbol is the Yin and Yang symbol, a circle divided into two swirling
sections, one black and the other white. The symbol represents perfect harmonic balance.

Native Spirituality - It is widely accepted that the Medicine Wheel is a symbol of life and specifically the Circle of Life. It is
well known that the circle represents perfection as well as infinity since the circle has no beginning or end. There can be
many reasons behind the meaning of the circle itself among Nations. This can range from representing the Sun, Moon,
Earth, and the Stars to representing concepts of life, continuity, consciousness, energy, and so much more. The point at
which the lines cross in the middle is extensively accepted as centre and the four lines dividing the circle as well as the four
sectors have been attributed to representing the following:
The Four Directions: East, South, West, North ǀ The Four Seasons: Spring, Summer, Autumn, Winter
The Four Stages of Life: Birth, Youth, Adult, Death ǀ The Four Times of Day: Sunrise, Noon, Sunset, Midnight
The Four Elements of Life: Earth, Fire, Water, Wind ǀ The Four Trials of Man: Success, Defeat, Peace, War
The Heavenly Beings: Sun, Moon, Earth, Stars ǀ And there are many more!

Judaism is a set of beliefs and practices originating in the Hebrew Bible, also known as the Tanakh, and explored and
explained in later texts such as the Talmud. The six-pointed Star of David is the best known religious symbol of the Jewish
faith. The sign is based on the shape of David’s shield or the symbol on his shield. The David star is a relatively new symbol
of Judaism, becoming popular only in the last 200 years. It is named after King David, whom legend tells us had a shield
with this star on it. The double triangle of the Star of David symbolizes the connection of both the inner and external
dimensions of God, Torah and Israel.

http://sufimovement.co.za/
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Sikhism is a young religion founded in the 15th Century with followers mainly in India and Pakistan. The principal belief of
Sikhism is faith in waheguru – represented using the sacred symbol of ik ōaṅkār, the Universal God.
The special Sikh religious symbol is made up of three images: The Khanda, which is a double edged sword. This represents
the belief in one God. The Chakkar is a circle representing God without beginning or end and reminding Sikhs to remain
within the rule of God. Two crossed kirpans (swords) representing spiritual authority and political power.

Islam is a religion that began in Arabia and was revealed to humanity by the Prophet Muhammad. There are no official
religious Islam symbols, but several symbols have a special place in Islam.
The star and crescent is the best-known symbol used to represent Islam. The symbol is not Muslim in origin, it was a
polytheistic icon adopted during the spread of Islam, and its use today is sometimes controversial in the Muslim world. The
crescent and star are often said to be Islamic symbols, but historians say that they were the insignia of the Ottoman Empire,
not of Islam as a whole.

The substance of Sufism is the Truth and the meaning of Sufism is the selfless experiencing and actualization of the Truth.
The practice of Sufism is the intention to go towards the Truth, by means of love and devotion. The Sufi is one who is a
lover of Truth, who by means of love and devotion moves towards the Truth, towards the perfection which all are truly
seeking.
The Sufi symbol is the heart with wings, containing a crescent and a star. The heart which by its response has received the
divine light is liberated, as the wings show. In brief, the meaning of the symbol is that the heart responsive to the light of
God is liberated.

http://sufimovement.co.za/

